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The core of 
leadership

Erasmus+ KA1 training course  
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trainers, facilitators  
and peer educators  

hosted by  
Symbiose Gemeinschaft  

in Liechtenstein



The Core of Leadership training course aims to explore these 
questions in experimental, in-body and embodied ways.
Building on ancient oriental martial art practices (such as 
Chi Kung, Tai Chi Chuan and Lu Kung Fu), on the dynamics of  
leading and following in Tango Argentino, as well as on  
experiencing trust and full concentration through clim-
bing, combining experiential learning with the theoretical  
framing of Theory U and Deep Democracy, The Core of Leadership 
is a unique opporunity to develop your qualities as an authentic 
leader on all walks of life. 

What is power? 
What is the source of power?
What is your source of power?

What does leadership mean to you?
How do you take leadership in your own life? 
What is your source of motivation, courage 

and strength to take a stand? 



The complex challenges of the 21st century cannot be addressed through 
classic command-and-control leadership and hyerarchical models of orga-
nisation. The Core of Leadership training aims to address this challenge to 
explore qualities that can support the emergence of a sustainable and col-
laborative society of empowered citizens. The experiential learning process 
of the course is designed in a way that connects individual practice with so-
cietal engagement, personal change with local and global transformation. 



Organisers and trainers of the course:

Elias Kindle
Elias is most interested in projects and practices that support everyone to flourish. The 
passion to inspire as many people as possible to live a conscious and mindful life drives 
Elias’ action. The projects he co-initiated vary from a co-working space for entrepreneurs 
and associations up to a Montessori Kindergarten. In addition movement is very important 
for him. While rock-climbing he finds peace, excitement, meditation, full concentration and 
physical challenge. 

Réka Livits
Réka started dancing at the age of 8 and since than she simply could not stop: she has  
journeyed through all genres she encountered: ballroom, hiphop, contemporary, afro,  
ballet... till she truly fell in love with Argentinian tango - that she complements with 
excursions to bal folk, salsa, forró and blues. As a Zumba Fitness instructor she doesn‘t 
reject pure fun either, and she gives workshops on couple dance techniques, on dynamic 
core and axis work as well as leading and following. She also writes a blog on these topics.
Besides dancing all over Europe, she is engaged in international youth work for more than 
10 years, she is a professional facilitator, graphic recorder and coach.    

Sebastiaan van Zaanen
Sebastiaan has a background in various external and internal martial arts. He has now 
chosen to dedicate himself fully to learning the ways of Lu Kung Fu, Tai Chi Chuan and Chi 
Kung. As a social entrepreneur, embodiment trainer and Agile business leader he is actively 
involved in co-creating a fair, local, sustainable food system in and around The Hague.  
He holds a MA in Business Communication, a MSc in Strategic Leadership towards  
Sustainability and a black belt in Taekwondo. 



Partner up!
We are applying for an Erasmus+ grant by the  
4th October 2017 deadline and planning to  

implement the project spring 2018.
If you would like to be our partner organisation for this 

project, please fill in the Mandate agreement  
and Partner Organisation Info (in the attachment)  

and send us all the documents  
by the 10th September 2017.

If you have some questions,  
do not hesitate to contact us: 

gemeinschaft@symbiose.li

We are looking forward to collaborate with you. 
Elias, Réka and Sebastiaan


